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l"urther to <1 declaration adopted by the Joint Committee on 1 December 1977 
in Maseru {Lesotho), the Joint Committee set up, at its meeting of 30 May 1978 
in St. Georges {Grenada), a joint working party instructed to submit proposals 
to the Joint Committee designed to ensure respect for and protection of the 
righlA of mjyrnnt workers, students and trainees originating in the ACP 
countries and regularly resident in the countries which are signatories to the 
Convention. 
The working party appointed Mr Dewulf rapporteur at its meeting of 
30 May 1978 inS~ Georges {Grenada). 
The draft report was conA.idered at the meeting of the Joint Committee 
of 31 January 19'19 in Bordeaux {France). 
~t its meeting of 9 October 1979, the Joint Committee appointed 
Mr Michel rapporteur in place of Mr Dewulf. 
The draft report presented by Mr Michel on behalf of the working party 
was considered on 27 February 1980 in Arusha (Tanzania) and unanimously 
adopted. 
Present: Mr Dcrsani, co-chairman; Mr Michel, rapporteur; Mr Balfe 
{deputizing for Mr O'I,cary), Mr Darbi, the representative of Cameroon, 
MrH Carettoni Romagnoli {deputizing for Mr Bonaccini), Mrs Cassanmagnago 
cerrctti, Mrs Castellina, Mrs C<~stle, Mr Cohen, Mr Colla, the representative 
of the conyo, Mr Dalziel, Mr Dcleau {deputizing for Mr Messmer), Mr Denis, 
th~ representative of Djibouti, Mr Enright, Mrs Ewing, r-1r Fellermaier 
(deputizing for Mr Hume), Mr Fergusson, Mr Ferrero, thP. representative of 
Fiji, Mr Flandyan, Mjss Flesch, Mrs Fockc, Mr Forster, Mr FrUh, Mr Glinne, 
Mr de Goede, Mr Griffiths (tleputi:dng ror Mr Seefeld), th.e representatives 
of Guinea and of Guyana, Mr Hua<rerup, Mr Irmer, Mr Jaquet, Mr JUrgens, 
the rapresent<ltive of Kenya, Mr_KUhn, Mr Lezzi, Mr Ligios (deputizing for 
Mr collomb), Mr Luster, the representative of Madagascar, Mr Moreau, 
Mr Narducci, the representative of Nigeria, Mr Pearce, Mr Penders, Mrs Poirier, 
Mr Poniatowski, Mr Puletti, the representative of Ruanda, Mr Ryan, Mr Sabl~, 
Mr schlcler, Mr Konrad Sch~n, _the representative of Senegal, Mr Sherlock, the 
representatives of Somalia and of Swaziland, Mr Taylor {deputizing for 
Mr. .Jakobson), the representative of Tonga, Mr Turner, the representative of 
Ugandet, Mr V<nld<~wiele, Mr vcrgecr, Mr Verges, Mr& Walz, Mr Wawrzik, the 
rr~J..>,·en<'ntative of 7.uirfl. 
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A 
The Joint Committee hc•rchy submits to the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assernb ly the followiny motion for a resolution together with explanatory 
statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on respect for and protection of the rights of migrant workers, students 
and trainees vJho aru na U oni:lls of one of the Contracting Parties and 
regularly resident in Q Member State or an ACP State 
The Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in r.nxembourq from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
referring expressly to tho declaration adopted in Bordeaux on 31 January 1979 
by the Joint commilteo, 
- h&ving regard to the provisions oC Annex XV of the second Lorn~ convention, 
r~latinq to workers who arc nationals of one of the Contracting Parties 
and are residing leqally in a Member State or an ACP state, 
-having regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/18/80), 
1. Welcomes tho fact that the new Convention takes account of the situation 
of migrant workers from the ACP countries residing in the countries of 
the Community to ensure respect for and protection of the fundamental 
rights of individuals, and also of the situation of workers from the 
Community residing in ACP countries; 
2. Stresses the political sj<Jnificance of this step by which the 
negotiator,; have reco~jn.izcd thai: the two Parties could not confine 
themsel veR tr> an economic i'lnd commercial agreement, and that the bonds 
which unile lhem w@!re Atlch Lhat the situation of certain social 
categories could no tonqer l>e ignored by the Convention; 
3. Deplores, however, the unambitious nature of the provisions adopted 
which are confined to guaranteeing non-discrimination with regard to 
working conditions, pay and social security; 
4. Notes that these provisions are far from adequat; in view of the 
difficulties encountered by ACP migrant workers; 
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'>. Considern I hat tlw pr·op: .. rl~: drHl <JU<U:'dnlucs conte:r.ned in this 
rPsnluLio:l tnlHll IH' Impif'llH'IIlt~d <ts <1 n1.1LLcr or pt.iority for the 
pral.:tical benefll o[ 1\CI' miyranl workers, whose social situation and 
problems of integrating into their host country are particularly 
acute; 
6. Desires non-discrimination to apply fully to all ..... orkers' rights, 
irrespective of whether thei·r families are living with them or have 
remained in their own country, but considers at the same time that 
the re-unitin9 of families must be encouraged; 
7. Takes lhe view that il lws the responsibility to see that these 
provi si.rms Are enforcl!rl <tnd, f0r this purpose, instructs the ACP-EEC 
Counril ';:o report lo Ll annually on their implementation; 
B. Considers t.hat, on Lhe basis of undertakings cont3.ined in the second 
r.om~ convention, tho Community and its Member States should embark upon 
a policy of coordination and harmonization of the various national 
policies relating to the rights of ACP migrant workers; 
9. Requests that the ACP-EEC Council reconsider the matter of ACP migrant 
workers wjth a view to extending the present proviaions; 
10. Invites the ACP-EEC Council to involve, through its ad hoc committees, 
the !::loclal partners, both of the ACP and of the EEC, in the consideration 
of the mi'!Lter of miqrant workers; 
1.1. Roca lla tb1l, in l:i IH' w i LII the d~c larn Lion adopted in Bordeaux, the 
objective to be ach i0vcd i.n this regard is to guarantee to ACP migrant 
workers resident in the Member States of the Corromuni ty: 
- recOt;nibon oF thcjr e-conomic, social and trade union rights, 
- recognition of the Lr j ndividual rights and of those of their families, 
- improved living conditions, 
- the m.:l11al exercj se or their recognized rights; 
1?.. Requests that the Council oE Ministers of the European communities 
ndopt the proposal for a directive on clanaestine :i.mmigration which, 
while laying down preventive and restrictive measures to combat illegal 
migration and employment, safeguards the rights o~ workers arising out 
of the work they perform; 
l3. UnderUm)s the need for the Member States of the Community to undertake, 
in agreement ,with the parties concerned and their organizations, a 
detailed study of the situation of ACP students and trainees, in order 
to be in a position at last to define a coherent and comprehensive 
policy in this regard; this policy should includ~, inter alia, 
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vocational Lr,, ining, <Jr<Jnt, study and training programmes and facilitate 
the reinteyration of those concerned at the end of their studies in their 
country of origin; 
14. Recalls that in order for ACP students and trainees to be properly 
integrated into their new environment, they must be briefed in advance 
on the situation that awaits them and in particular on the reception 
and temporary care facilities provided; 
15. lnviloa lliP Mf!mbcr SL<~LPn or the Community to take account in their 
legislation on alienA or the special status of ACP students and trainees, 
.by putting an end to d i Acr.eU onary powers as regards expulsion and by 
guaranteein<J to trainooB ,-•nd students receiving grants the right of 
appeal against arbitr~ry ~dministrative decisions; 
16. Is of the opinion that iL js the responsibility of the Conununity to 
promote the coordination and harmonization of the various national 
policies on the subject so as to give more weight to the concept of 
ACP student/trainc~; 
17. Stresses that there is work to be done in informin~ and educating 
Community public opinion with regard to the prd:>lems of third-world 
citizens nnd partic••l••rly Lhoae originating in the ACP countries; 
lA. Considers thnt in order for such <:tn information and education policy to 
be effective, it should be IJacked up by the competent non-governmental 
organizations which should be given moral and financial support; 
19. Invites those Member States which do not as yet possess legislation 
enabJ.inq raciAm t..o bo comhal:od, to adopt such legislation as soon as 
possible. 
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II 
INTRODUCTION 
On 1 December 1977 the Joint Committee adopted the following declaration 
at its meeting in ~~seru (Lesotho) : 
'Tho Joint Committee, having regard to the situation of students, trainees and 
migrant workers originating in tho ~CP and regularly resident in the countries 
of the convention, entrusts a Joint Working Party1 with the task of submitting 
to it such proposals as may bo appropriate to ensure the respect and protection 
to which those persons ar<· Pll L i Lled' . 
This declaration clearly r0f Joe t~: the concern of the Joint committee to 
ensur~ respect for the fundamental ri<rhts of nationals of the ACP States who 
have emigrated to the Comntun i ly count.r i.es. The fact that students and trainees 
aro lncluded together with mi<Jr<:tnt. workers is an expression of the Joint 
Committe~!' s wish to see tlw entity of the ACP, arising out of the Convention 
of r.om€!, r.ecogni~ed and treated as such by the Community. 
During its first meeting (held in Grenada on 30 May 1978) the Working 
Party, in defining its objectives and working procedures stressed the scale 
of Lho problem raised by the Joint Committee. Respect for and protection of 
miq_rants oriqLnatinq in ths ACP involvo such diverse spheres- as individual 
rights, social rights, leqal prolc-<'tion, the right to work, living conditions 
ctnd thE-J right to a specific <'U]tunll id0ntity, etc.; these different areas 
ure trE'ated j n a partial and d.i.8pard t(' manner through national statutory 
provisions and regnlations in Lho Community countries. 
To obtain tho basic information necessary for its work, the Working Party 
nerrlorl fin;t of a] L to arqu irC' thr rullest possible documentation on these 
Flt-ntutory provisionR and ro<JUlalion~; in the Community and at least in those 
of its Member States which ar<-' til(~ principal host countries for ACP migrants. 
While findjnq it necessary to obtajn this legal documentation, the worki'ng 
Party recognized thnt jt must nnt lose sight of its primary objective which 
'''~~'~ to promnte 1\nc'l c'lf"fend the riqht~ of man in one specific area. 
1 
rn its decisions of 30 May 1978 and 9 October 1979, the Joint Committee 
decided that the ,Joint Work iny Party should consist of: 
for the ACP: Ambassador Traor6 (Mali), Chairman,together with 
representatives of Fiji, Jamaica, Kenya, Trinidad and Tobago, Zaire 
and Zambia 
for the European Parliament: Mr Flanagan, Mr Lezzi, Mr .Michel (rapporteur), 
Mrs Poirier, M~ Sabl~ and Mr Turner 
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•rJH' h'<Ji'll doclln,r'nLJ! ion wl1 icl1 rC'Ilr·cU; l:hc cxistlny situation was therefore 
,,0 mor<' than Uw point or dr~p<Jrl:ure [or a. study from which concrete politica1 
proposaiR for thr- rutnr<' Convrnl:ion were to emerge. !11 <Jrder to a:r:rive at 
thest'l concrete proposals and q<1in <1 full awareness of t.l;e realities of the 
problem, i_ t w<m nncoRA<l r y Lo qo beyond the strictly legal aspect and consider 
all th<' djfflculLies f<u·in<J mi<Jrants from the l\.CP countrie!:> arising, in 
particular, from t.ho various Corms of discrimination to which they are E'~xposerl. 
Hence the Workinq Party'B dC'lcision to arrange hearings .. dth representatives oi 
ACP migrants. 
l\ first hcuring of rr::-prC'mmtutivcs of migrant workers took place on 
29 November 1978 .in Paris. A second hearing with representatives of 
organizations of students originating in the ACP countriPs was held in B:cus.?-''l, 
on 11 January 1970. 
At tho ACI'-1•:1·:c: Joint conmd ttoo' s meetincJ in Bordeaux (France) of 29 
,January to I F'el;ruary l97'l lhe Work JmJ Party presented an interim report 
together. wjth a motjon for a declaration on the migrant workers aspect. 
'l'h is step was taken because t:he proceedings of the Work~ng Party had not yet 
reached a sufficiently advancetl sUHJe on the subject of students and stagiaix:es; 
monH>ver, it wa~1 important I or lhe Working Party, through a declaration, to 
be able to make known its demands, before the conclusion ot the negotiations 
on the new Convention, con('erninq the 1dea of including a 'social chapter' 
and on the content thereof. 
It should be remembered that following this initiative,. the Joint 
committee adopted on 31 January 1979 a declaration requesting that 'in the 
negotiations on the future ACP-EEC Convention, the signatory parties should 
undertake to conclude, within a given time limit, an agreement on the 
protection of Lh~ rights and improvement of the living conditions of ACP 
miyrant workers resident jn Llle Member States of the Community' (for full 
text of deC'laral1on, sec 1\nnox 1). 
In the final par-a<p:-aph of !ho doclarabon, the Joint Committee instructed 
its workinq Part-y lo · contin11C i Ls task w1 th a view to dra-.-ling up proposals 
for the i mproverne11L of the s i l11atl on not only of worker!'!, but_ also of students 
anrl trainees originating in the 1\CP countries, and ACP migrants resident in 
other ACP ~ounlries'. ~~is is what the present report is trying to do. As 
regards the migrant:: workers aspect, the proposals made through the Bordeaux 
interim report need to be updated, in the light of, in particular, the 
declaration in 1\nnex XV of the second Lom~ conve11tiop signed on 31 October. 1979 
(see 1\nnex 11 ) . 
l\s for the 'st~dents and trainees' part of this report, a brief analysis 
is yiven of the situation, rollowed by a number of proposals designed to lead 
to i'ln improvement in tl1e present situation. 
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Before turning to the substance of this explanatory statement, the 
Working Party wishes to clarify the procedure followed by it in its work. 
rn the case more specifically of migrant workers, the question put to the 
Working Party has direct implications for the economic and employment 
policies of thn Member Staton. It nevertheless considers that the terms 
of reference defined in tho declaration of the Joint Committee do not 
extend to an analysis of the cuuscs of migration, its effects on the 
economies of the Member Statrs or to any attempt to review or change those 
policies. Itl'l role con::>iBtn rather in taking note of a given situation in 
the nliqration flector and, workinq on that basis, in defining measures to be 
taken in order to improve the living conditions of ACP migrants. 
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9~T~E'!'E:g_J - !'J fC11V\~'T'. WO~JSf:RS OIHG rN/\'l'l:J\!G IN THE /\CP COUNTFIES AND RESIDING 
. ---~--- . - -~~~======~=========================== 
_1 ~ '1'111·: _ ~~oJV]~!!~rrv 
t. 'r'Hl!: JJlFJ:'gJ~_J·:HT CA'r'EGOHIES OJ•' MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE COM..lV!UNI'r'Y 
A dlsti.n('tion can be math• between several different categories of 
migrant workeru in the EuropPan Community depending on the provisions 
governing thej r t1dmiss ion, reu i d(~nec anu employment. 
(a) 'I'he most f.avoured catc•CJory, l.c. workers originating in other Member 
States of the Community, t•njoy total freedom of movement and freedom 
to provide services. However advanced the existing Conununity 
regulations may be, they will have to be supplemented to achieve 
completely eq~al treatment in respect of living and working conditions. 
(b) Migrant workers from third countries which have concluded special 
agreements comprising social clauses with the Conunu~ity constitute 
a second category. These agreements including a social component 
ensure Community protection for these workers, particularly in respect 
of acquired social security rights. The Conununity has concluded 
agroementR of thin type wi Lh Portugal, Greece, TUrkey and the Maghreb 
c.oun t ri fls. 
(c) Some third ('ountries h<1Vc concluded bilateral agreemer.ts with the Member 
States to r.Pgulate tho situation of their migrant 'NOrkers. These 
agreements, aometimes d~~wn up in parallel with the Community agreements 
which have a social component, generally comprise rules governing 
recruitment, information, training, accommodation, living and working 
conditions, etc. However., they do not provide the same degree of 
protectJon ns the Community regulations. 
(d) Migrant workers from tld rd countries which have concluded no bilateral 
agreement with one or mor<J Member States of the Community constitute 
a fourth c-.t1·oqory. These migrant workers are ther~fore subject to 
national provisions of coommon law relating to access to the territory 
and to th0 r·mp 1 oymnn t mark0t. 
Quite apa rl from thE• d i f [<' t"<'nCf'S s t<'nuning from na tiona! statu tory 
provisions and regult'ltions, th0rc ilrc thus many different legal regimes in 
ths C0nmmnJ ty characteri:?:cd by lh1~ degree of discrimination between 'NOrkers 
as " runction of their counl ry of oriqi.n: 
nat.ionnl ~t.'orkers 
Community migrant workers 
migranl workers from third countries which have concluded agreements 
with the Community 
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miqrant wurkors from third countries wh:i,ch have concluded bilateral 
or multilateral aqrocmonts with one or more Member States 
migrant workers from third countries covered by the normal regime 
of the Member States. 
Almost all migrant worker:;~ from the ACP countries fall illto the latter, 
1 c-al'lt favour~d ca·tcgory .. 
2. .C.Q.WUNITY POf,ICY 
1\. Proposals from the -~.om,!llj"os_!:!i_9.Jl_Of thl~ European Communities 
The Commission formulatrd its policy when it presented its action 
programme f~r migrant workers and members of their families in December 
1974. Accorcting to this document, one of the principal objectives of 
thr programme must h<! to 'progressively eliminate all discriminatory 
treatment in respect of living and working conditions where migrant 
workers originating in third countries have been authorized to work 
in the Community'. 
'l'hc Cummi~lsion noes the pro9ressive elimination of all discrimination 
as involving: 
measur·r~-J to oven·omr tht• handicap clue to a lack of occupational 
training 
meaaures to ond tile f~hortag<' of decent accommodation at a reasonable 
rental: th i.e sho rtugc obliqeH migrant workers to live in ghettos 
with all tlw attenc.lant riHks of racial tension and xenophobia 
more flexlbl•~ condiLions to enable migrant workers to be joined by 
their famili.rs 
an end to the discretionary powers of national administrations in 
the matter of expul~ion 
extenf!ion of the benefit of all social security provisions to all 
migrant wo.-l«·rr~ (conditions LcJ benefit from family, head of family 
and llc\ommodation dllowanC"!'!B; transfor o,f. pension rights, etc.) 
crf•atjon or reception and jnformation structures; organization of 
J cl nquaq• · courseR. 
A further objective of the Commission is to eliminate as far as 
possible nll clandt'•n tine immigration which is the root cause of many 
s i t·uation~ wh irh an• inr:ompatible with human dignity. A proposal for 
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a dirPctive on this subject to which the European Parliament gave its 
Hl!pporl whNl i l ildopL<'d UlC' Pisoni report in October 1978 is now in the 
'handR of the Council. 'rhe European Parliament's resolution welcomes 
the fact that tho control of illegal migration and employment is 
envisaged not merely through preventive and repre~sive measures but 
also safeguards the rights accruing to migrant workers from the work 
already done by th0m. 
As to the cxrrcise of civic and political rtghts which is at 
present conditional in the Member States on acquisition of the 
nationality of the host country, the Commission feels that action 
should b0 taken to encourage participation by migrant workers in 
municipal life. This participation would result:. from the creation 
of a system of consultative bodies enabling migrants to exercise a 
genuine influence over the decisions to be taken at this level and 
to be represented validly in the various municipal bodies of an 
educational, social and cultural nature. 
Your rnpportrur, hownver, feels that local consultative councils 
should only be considered ;1 tr.m~lition<~l step - and by no means an 
indispenBable onr - tow;,rdH participation. He draws attention to the 
filet thil t the prr::rnce of i mmigr<mt workers and their families 
cohBtitutef' fl k~y f;1ctor of regionf!l development policy: the.'l{ con-
tribute not only <H: conf-·umano: to the health of the local economy, 
hut <ll so con'Hti tulr. o1 considerable antidote to population decline in 
Who~tever the state of the ecol'.omy at a given time, 
the presence of immigrunt workers has proved necessary as a result of 
the disaffection or the indigenous populfltion fol' certain jobs. 
1\ nyr<tP.mnH~ rc•fl1flill to drmy migr<~nt workers a say in politics 
wouJ d :in the lon!J I c• r m Lcild to '' reduction in the status of the working 
class anu of the p.tr·l i<":~ wllich fiqht on its behalf within the framework 
of politlcill dC'!ci,don-n,,k.int~. 
Thr org,uJ i.7.iJ l ion o I l;llr European Economic Community pursuant to 
the Tr.e<l ty of Romr po:: tul.1 tes the exercise of civil rights for all the 
workcrn l>rlonging to il, wherever they may be. Participation in 
decision-mak.ing of o1n r.conomic nature in connection with elections to 
ho<~rds <HHJ commitb~0.~ in industry, as alreaqy practised in certain 
F.EC Rl:.-1 te:.::, Ahoulc1, in illl f<~irness be gradually extended to political 
dec i~i on-m;1k ing. 
/\ny hcstilc <Jttituue towards the legitimate aspirations of 
immicJr.tnl~: couldwell lr;Jd to their being gradually pushed out on to 
the fringe~' of poljl ico~l o~nd F10Ci<ll life, which would be harmful for 
their integr"tion inl.o Llw ho~<t community. 
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•rlw Pxrrci:c;e of pol il~ic.JL right:c; C<lnnot be dissociated from other 
~spectn of civil li fr: economic, sociGl and cultural rights. To 
gr..mt riyhtR in one of these fields without grant.i.ng political rights 
is in L1cL to force the immigr<'mt to abandon any hope of taking part 
in the m<~king of dcciRions i1ffecting the community of which he feels 
himself to be a member. despite the fact that by his mere presence he 
contrihutns to fixinq the numbers of members of :,:::2rliament and local 
.1nd provincinl co11ncillorR. 
'1'1H· right to voLI' is thus <m import.mt instrument for encouraging 
r-md filcilitntinq tlH· h"rmonious integrution of i'llmigrants into their 
hoflt c<Jmmun i ty. 'l'h<' 
f:ight .Jyilinsl r.tci~:m. 
rilJht to votQ .is illso a po3itive step in the 
'l'lw riqht to vote (and that to stand for 
election) <lt loc.ll (municip.ll) ]cvel could initially be granted after 
rt period of requl.tr rr:c;idencc (:c;ay, 5 or 10 years). It could contri-
bute t-ow.1rds the int(•qr<ttion of these immigrant workers whatever their 
nl\ t i on:tl i ty. 
The ,Joint Comn~ittce, for its part, considered that such a claim 
was premature at this stage and that in particuln.r its implementation 
was incompatible at the present time with natio:1al legislation on the 
right to vote. Consequently, the motion for a resolution submitted 
to the Consultative Assembly contains no reference to this matter; 
Your rapporteur is convinved, however, that this problem cannot 
be avoided for much lon(Jcr and th<tt sooner or later measures along 
the lines proposed will have to be taken. 
Moreover, the Commission of the European Communities considers 
it eAFWntl<tl to move towards the coordination of the Member States' 
immigra lion pollc tf'H ,,nd tow<~rus <1 Community employment policy as a 
responso to the far-reachin<J changes which have ta'ken place on the 
Community employmenL market. 
ThiA policy should be pursued by the Commission in the context of 
an evolution of the structure of employment in the Community, dominated 
not only by tho present economic recession b;ut also by demographic trends 
in Europe 1 These trends will result in growins employment difficulties 
for the noxt 7 to fl yC"ars. 1\fter 1985, the rate vf growth of the active 
population in thC" M0mb0r States will be much slower but at the same time 
will probably show a sharp increase in Greece, Spain and Portugal which 
have applied to join tlw Community. 
l Commimsion Spokeaman'a Croup. PrNJB Relcas0 No. IP (78), 20 March 1978 
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l\qa i nsl th i:. h;:wkqrm1nd a number of Me'mber States have taken measures 
temporarily stwp(•nd i ll<J L11e ildmission of n0w migraut workers from third 
countries. Given this ~estrictive policy towards third countries, the 
Commies i.on f~els thilt tlw main effort in immigration legislation should 
relate to the quality of the statutory pl:iovisions rather than to the 
number of immigrants admitted. 
C. Position of the Council of the European Communities 
On the basis of tho action programme presented by the Commission, 
the Council adopted on ') February 1976 a resolution1 in which it states 
that 
'Whereas i.t is also necessary to improve the cirt::umstances of workers 
who are n<~tionnls of third countries and members of their families 
who aro ullowed into th<' Momber States, by aiming at equality between 
their 1 i.vinq and workin<J condi t.i.ons, wages and econo!tlic rights and 
Lhose of ·workers who arc nationals of the· Member States and members 
of their families;' (Sth recital) 
'fhe Council alsu consi(krfl it necessary 'to promote consultation on 
migration policies vis ~ vis tr.ird countries and t.o examine, where 
appropriate, problems facing workers who are nationals of the Member 
States residing in third countries;' (6tq recital) 
Finally, 'the uctions to be taken in favour of migrant workers 
and mf'mhors of tlwi.r family must accord with activities concerning 
con!'1Ul t:.1l ion on I h<· <·mpJoynK•nt and social protection policies of 
Mf'mbf•r Sl a t.rl'!' (7l II rc·c i La]). In the present economic and social 
s i tu."lt ion of I hr- Conmnm i l y, Llwse actionQ should be concentrated 
nn I hP i mpr·ov€'nwnl o I Llw s i t.u<J Lion n r migrant workers and their 
fnmilic•H who ill"<' .llit•.tdy rn·c·!'!Nll in llw Member States (paragraph 2). 
rn lhi:: rnntrxl llw C<J\Itl('i I 'C<>IlHidcr:: Ll1at. with a view to promoting 
Uw social and ncr11paLional advi.lncement of migrant workers and 
membe>rs of their: famil.ics, particular importance should be attached 
to measures concerning vocational training, housing, social services, 
mNlicu.l and social care schemes including preventive medicine, 
nchool inCJ of children, information, and the creation of a better 
und<'rstanding amonq the general public of the host country of the 
problems of miqrant workors and members of their families' (paragraph 3). 
Through tllir: rcr;olut.i.on, the Council thus signifies its approval 
of the policy proposed by the Commission. To the extent that it 
cover::: ndqranl. wo~h,n; originating in third countries, this resolution 
can provide <1n interesting basis of reference for the proposals which 
the Working Party is to submit to the Joint Committee. 
1 OJ No. c 34 cf 14.2.76 
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3 • .INTERNATIONAL CONVl~NTlONS 
A. u,o Convent i OT)E_ 
Two int~rnational lubour conventions adopted by the ILO in 1949 
(Convention No. 97) und l97'i (Convention No. 143) deal with the 
protection of miqranl workers. 
According to informalion supplied by the Commission, Convention 
No. 97 has b0en ratified by Germany, Belgium, France, the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom. Ratification of Convention No. 143 is still 
under consideration in the nine Member States. 
Convention No. 97 requires the signatory states to 
verify, where appropriate, both at the time of arrival and departure, 
tho state of health of migrant workers and members of their families, 
see to it that miqrant workers and the members of their families 
benefit. from adequate medical protection (Article 5) 
apply, wil.h0ul. dincrimination of nationality, race, religion or 
sex, to immigrants who are legally present on their territory, 
a troatmont which is no less favourable than that accorded to 
national~;~ of thr counlry concerned in the matter of 
(a) rr:>nmneration, [llmily allowances, working hours, paid holidays, 
apprenticcsh i p ;md occupational training, employment of women 
and adolescenl.s, membership of union organizations and 
enjoyment of Llw bene[its provided by collective housing agree-
men"!::s~ 
(b) social securil.y, income tax and other taxes relating to 
employment and charged to the employee, and legal proceedings 
in areas referred to in tne Convention (Article 6). 
Art ic] o !3 of Uw Convention stipulates :that a migrant worker 
who h01s hron perman£•nlly admitted into a contracting country, and 
members of his family, may not bt• sent back to his country of origin -
except when 1:10 requcnln<l or otherwise provid~)d - when he is unable to 
PXE't"risP ldn emp]oyntf'ni ror· roaAonB of sicknes13 or accident. 
Your r~pporteur would like to point out in connection with 
Article 8 that seriOI.H1 1'1ttention ~>hould b'e given to the problem of 
involuntary unemploym~nt, of particular relevance nt the present time: 
migrnnt wo:r.kers c0nnot, .my more th<m nation<Jl workers, be blamed 
for the economic criRis. Migrant workers have made a major contri-
bution to the prosperity of their host countries. In times of 
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rPef"'r;~ i or1, H~r•y m11.•:1, "'' Ill<' :.hllll<' l>o~~1i·: o~n nntion;tl workers, ' enjoy 
fin<:!nci ill •H4:'1i P.l:nnc•' ( l!rwmpl oymt>nl ben<' Cit) nnd vocational re-training 
to help them to rejntr·qro~tc thc•mselves into the world of work. 
Fin.tlly, in l\rticle 9, the contracting countries undertake to 
authori?.e, within thr limits of national legislation, the transfer 
of nll or p.lrt of thr• r<1rnings and savings which the migrant worker 
wishe~ to transfAr. 
Convention No. 1·1'l which has still not been ratified by the 
community Member States relates to the promotion of equality of 
opportunity and treatment for miqrant workers and also to the control 
of clandestine migratjon. 
Although thifl convention has not yet been ratified by the Member 
States, its content is of great interest. Firstly,because Article 1 
reaffirms the principle of fundamental human rights as applicable to 
migrant workers1 Secondly, because Article 10 requires all contracting 
states to guarantee for migrant workers and the members of their f'amilies 
equality of opportunity in the matter of employment and occupation and 
equal treatment for purposes of social security, trade union and cultural 
rights as well as individual and collective freedoms. 
Your r<1pporteur urges all the Member States to take action with 
a vi~w to ratifyinq Convention No. 143. 
B. .Tlll'_Eu ropf'llm Convent ion___sJ_lJ_Jhc legal status of migrant workers 
At the f'nd of Febru<try 1978, this Council of Europe Convention 
had only bf'en ratified by the FRG, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
nolgiurn. 
In answpr to a written question by Mr Dondelinger, a member of the 
European Parliament, tho Commission stated its view that the provisions 
of the hard core of the Council of Europe Convention were not in general 
more favourable to migrant workers originating in the Community than 
ex.i.Rtin<J Community lccrislation. 
on thf~ oth""' han<l, tlw l':nropean Convention comprises certain benefits 
in favolli .,r miqranl workorH from third countries which are not yet granted 
under Community lflqjslalion. However, the Cornm~sioion pointed out that 
lhe aci ior'i rroqr.i'lmmf' for migrant workers and their fo.milies and the 
Counci 1 HP!>ol.uUon o[ c) February 1976 (see above) require the Member 
Slates to Lake ccrtnin rnC'asureH in favour of all migrant workers from 
third countr.ios to ensure that they enJOY equal tr.eatment in respect of 
Uving <md workinq conr1i Lions, wages and economic rights. 
~t icl_P.. j_: Each Momber St,, tc to which the present Convention applies 
undcrt<Jkf'!; lo respect tho fund<Jmental human rights of all migrant 
workerf;. 
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4. 1\GRF:F.MF._!-:')'~ __ C_ONCI.UIHm m:TWI·:J!:N TilE COMMUNITY AND THIRD COUNTRIES IN THE 
AREA <W 'l'l_IE PROTF.CT ION OF THE RIGHTS OF MIGRANT WORKERS 
1\s jndicatrd ubove, the Community has concluded agreements covering 
the proul<·m of migrunt workers with the Maghreb countries, and also with 
Portugul. Cceece and Turkey. 
'1'1tl<" III entitled 'Cooperution in the area of labour• of the 
EEC-Maghrr·h <:lgreemen-L 1 contains a number of provisions relating to 
migrant workers oriqinal:ing in the contracting countries. Identical 
provis.ion:; o~re to bu found in an additional protocol to the EEC-
Portugal agreement. These provisions are based on the principle of 
non-discrimination uqninst migrant workers originating in the Maghreb 





retiremrnt or invalidity pensions 
health 
family henefits for members of family resident in the Community 
free transfer of pensions, retirement pensions, survivors pensions, 
induHLrlill accidrnt or disability pensions (in the case of industrial 
acciden-Ls or illnesses). 
With the exception of the provision relating to the aggregation 
of prriodn of pnymC'nl: or Hocial security contributions in the different 
Momh<'r Statrs of thr Community, the Maghrt;!b countries as well as 
Portugal qrant_ .tna] •~<;nus nrrangemcmt to Community nationals resident 
on their torritory. 
(b) §E~~!f!~-~S£~~~~~~~-~~~~!~~~~-e~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~!~l-~~~-§E~~~~ 
~~~~-~·~E~Sl 
Specific agreements concluded within the context of the Association 
Conventions between these two countries and the Community provide for: 
lhC' qr<ldual attainment of freedom of movement for workers (in fact 
this provision has never been applied) 1 
thr <lhnNH·P of a] 1 d i Hcrimination in respect of working conditions 
and rPmunP.ra-Lion c:u1 hctwc•on migrant workers from Greece or Turkey 
and Community na-Lionals 
1 
o:J f, :.!Vi of 27. 9. 7H 
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agyr:eqation of rwr.jodn of soC"ial security contributions by migrant 
workerB in the di ffc,rrnL Member States 
paymPnt· of fam i I y allowances to members of the migrant workers family 
residing in the Community 
transfer of pensions, retirement pensions, etc. 
promotion of the exchange of young workers 
implementation of occupational training programmes for migrant 
workers from thcso Lwo countries. 
5 • LQME II AND 5 fRQTECT ION OF THE RIGHTS OF 
MIGRANT WORKERS ORIGINnTING IN THE ACP COUNTRIES 
Ry adopting on I flf•cembor 1977 its declaration on the protection 
of the rjghtu of miqrant workers, the Joint committee gave political 
expression to a centr<:ll. demand of the ACP states. The Organization 
of' Afr.i.cnn Trade Unions had already informed the European Trade Union 
Confederation of i.ts desire to see the problem of ACP migrant workers 
drlalt with in the futur0 Convention. Subsequent positions have also 
been made known. Jo'or example, the bilingual Panafrican Confere~ce on 
the Convention of Lorn~, meeting in Brazzaville in December 1978, asked 
for the creation of an 'EEC-ACP trade union coordinating committee' 
together with the rcH'<)(Jni tion of and respect for the rights of ACP 
workers in tho BEC. 
ThP Joint Working P<1rty was convinced of the need to extend 
COOPf~rilt ion between tlle l\CP countries and the Community to the problem 
of l\Cl' migrant worker~•. It was for this reason that it submitted to 
the Joint Committee, hPforn the conclusion of the negotiations on 
the new Conventjon, ~n interim report together with a motion for a 
declilriltion. ny o~dopting thiR declclration, the Joint Committee was 
thus adopting n po!;ilion <tt the dght moment by inviting the negotiators 
l:o !"ndot8e its propOI:<I]!;. 
a) !!2~_f!::2I:'~~~!!_:i_~L~~~-·~~~~~-~c:?~!!!~~!:~C::-~~:!~~!~~~-!~-~~!:-~::~!~~~~!~~ 
~f-2!~~~~~~~l-!~Z~ 
Tile dr:>clclrallon of j] .1.1nuary 1979 WilS concerned both with the 
procedure to be iltloptcd in ordrr to <1rrive at an agreement on the 
protection of the rights of ACP migrilnt workers and with the content 
thf'reof. 
1 ProcPdurr'.! 
We hr1ve alreo;"Jdy rHO\<'!ll t:haL v.triolll; procedures for extending the 
o~qr•·em•,IILR conclud•·d Lo <1.1 1 (·' bP.lween t-hr EEC ana third countries to 
the problrm of imnli<Jrilnt Lrhour have so far been tried. They range from 
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t.hn inclur:ion of" :q>~·ci.ll <'ihlpL<'r in Llw Convention to the system of 
ilddition<tl protocols. llowcvcr:, these procedures all have a common 
fe,,ture: they imply il definitive agreement between the two parties 
on the content of thf' soci.1l provisions, in other words on the extent 
of the rights <md guur<Jntees granted and on the procedure for ensuring 
their ilpplicntion. 
The ,Joint Commi ttcc felt th<Jt, given the imminent conclusion of 
thP. negoti.,tiorw on the new Convention, the adoption of one of these 
procedure~ in the new Convention might have led tv a hasty aqreement 
ilnd only p.1rtiill !~olutions. This is why, in pc:ragr::tph 2 of its 
declurill ion, the ,Joint Committee nsked the negotiators of the new 
Convenlion to undcrlo~kr' to conclude 'within i1 given time limit, an 
ngreement on the prolcclion o{ the rights and improvement of the 
ljving conditions of /\CJ> migr.mt workers resident in the Member States 
of thl' Communj ty'. 
Content 
In ndopting thn rlccl<1r<ttion of 31 JamB. ry 1979 the Joint Committee 
followed thc propOH<~lH of the working Porty regarding the content of 
the future agreemf'nl. When submitting its proposals, the Working 
Party hild, through its rapporteur, stressed that: the situation of ACP 
migrtlnt workers in t·:urope could not be dealt with solely by recognizing 
certain ~;ocial rights. The Working Party was strengthened in its 
conviction by the results of the hearings conducted with representatives. 
of ACP immigrQnt associ~tions. 
'rh<' rf'!cognition or socinl rights is without doubt necessary, but 
iR not f:nt'rl;ci<~nt in itncl f to establish equality with national workers •. 
'rhere ;1r" .1lso thP hnrn<~n, pHycholoqicill, cultural, civic and political 
•lApectF;, whir•h ilr<'l "r viLli inq>ort.,ncf' .mo cnnnot therefore be left out 
of i1CC()1ttd·. 
Ar~ hns been FJ,lid <~hove, the .roint Cqmmittee endorsed the Working 
Purty' f-l r·rrommcnd.1Lion1', in J=l<lrticuL1r in paragraph 3 of its declaration. 
'l'hif1 LnviLcs lh<' p.1rl ir·s lo the future Convention to undertake 'to 
guCtr<:mtef' t·o ACP miqr.:nt workers regulilrly resident in the territory· 
of Ct Member Stnte of th(• Community, the benefit of the rights and 
measures defined in the interim report of the Joint Working Party 
According to the interim report, these rights and measures 
Hhould include: 
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I 
. . . . 
1. 
2. 
T"Pis implies that Af!P migrant workers will benefit from: 
equal treatment wilh national workers in respect of earnings and 
workinq conditions; 
social and family benefits under the same conditions as nationals 
(social security, family allowances, unemployment benefits) 
social advantaqes connected with their employment 
all the special services and aids provided for workers as part of 
employment policy (placement, vocational training and guidance, 
retraining, etc.} 
equality of treatment in tho exercise of union rights (freedom 
of affiliation, voting rights, eligibility for election to union 
or occupational bodies, etc.} 
all current provisions relating to security of employment 
entitlement to cumulative annual holidays without loss of other 
rights such as tho right of residence and employment: 
~~~~2~!~!~~-~~-!~~!~!~~~!-~!~b~~-~~~-~!~~~~!-~~E~~E~-~~~-!b~!E 
families 
These individual rights comprise in particular: 
a guarantee of freedom of movement in and out of the country for 
ACP migrants; 
a guarantee of freedom of expression, association and meeting; 
a prohibition on expulsion or withdrawal of the right of residence 
throngh <ldminiHLri.tliv<' m0asures by the national authorities of the 
Memhrr States; 
maint_eiJilnC'f' of tlw ri•Jht of n'sidence for migrant workers who are 
uncntpJoyod fo t· reo nomic t'<'<:Wons. 
~Te~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~~i~~-~~~~!!!~~~-~E-~S~-~~~E~~!-~~~~~~~ 
Thj s improv8m0n l prc~1upposcs: 
the adaptation of housing policies in the Community to the problems 
of migrant workor.s; 
tho introduction of measures enabling ACP workers to be assimilated 
into the undertaking and into their new environment; 
mc<J..oi'-<t:es to protect the health of ACP migrants; 
the riqht for ACP migrants to be joined by their families (spouse 
and dependent children); 
the creation of reception structures providing for tuition in the 
lanquagc of the country of residence and to assist the new arrival 
wilh ;1ll administr.ativo formalities; 





























a guarantee that the children of ACP migrants will have access to 
general and vocational education on the same basis as the children 
of nationals; 
the provision of information to the population of the host countries 
on th0 prohl<'mH or dovclopmcnt and, mdre specifically, on the 
problema of Acr miqrant workers. 
4. ~!~E~E~~!2~-2~-~~~-~~~~E~-~~-~~~-~~~~~~l-~E-~E!2!~ 
w .1.. \.h I. hili unu .1..11 v i~w, ACr migrant wvrker s should bene fl. t from 
In pat·t:!ctt]ar: 
occupational t:r.tin.in<r adapted to the economic situation and needs 
of their country of origin; 
maintenance, during their period of residence in the host country, 
of relations with their culture and language of origin. 
5. g~~E~~~~~-~~-~~~-E!~~~~-~~-~~~-~!~E~~~-~~E~~E~-~~~-~E-~~~-~~~~E~ 
of their families 
-----------------
/\CP migrants must benefit from: 
the same protcctiun for their person and property as nationals; 
tho right to t<Jko legal proceedings; 
leqal aid in Lhe courts; 
the exercise of civil and political rights, according to the 
conditions set out above. 
Finalty, t·he Member .States must undertake to ensure harmonization 
at Communjty level of the legal and jurisdictional guarantees of the 
r:ights qranted by the future convention to ACP migrant workers and 
their families. 
'l'he new ConvcnL ion includes, among other innovations with 
rcqa.r.d 1o Lhc rirsl Convention, a 'Joint declaration on workers who 
arc naLtonals ol one or the Contracting Parties c.nd are residing 
legally i.n lite lcrrilory of a Member State or an ACP State' (see 
Annex Ll to this rcporL). 
Hy this d~<'l arat ton, the Member States of the Community confine 
I l1em<~el 1 'e5 to af'cnrd i nq to workers whp are nationals of an ACP State, 
leqally employed ITI 11s terr1lory, trfatment free from any discrimination 
in rclat ion to its own nationals: 
- as regards working conditions and pay; 
- as relJards social security benefits ~inked to e:mployment; this last 
measnre t!xtendjng to members of the ~amily residing with the immigrant 
worker. 
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It should again be noted that the declaration includes a clause 
provlding for mutuai non-discrimination as regar.cs the working 
conditions and pay of nationals of a Member State of the Community 
legally employed in the territory of an ACP Member State. 
'l'his declaral ion •nv:ites a number of comments. First of all, 
it must be said that il is at one and the same time a great step 
forward and an extremely Limid one jn that while its political 
s1gnifiC"ance is qenutne, its actual content is limited. 
Its political s:iqni[icance is genuine because for the first time 
(partly thanks to the e[forts of the Joint committee) the new ACP-EEC 
Convention contains a social chapter guaranteeing certain rights 
to migrant workers. 'l'hus a first step - the most important one -
has been made: the negotiators recognized that the contract between 
the two parties could not stop at purely economic and social matters, 
but that the strength of the ties binding them was such that t:he 
situation of certa:in social categories could no ~onger be overlooked 
by the Conventjon. 
The limited nature of the content of the declaration is nonetheless 
evident, especially when it is compared with the proposals made by 
the Joinl committee at its meeting in Bordeaux in January 1979. To 
guarantee migrant workers treatment free from any discrimination ~s 
regards working conditions, pay and social security benefits was of 
course nec~ssary (and as such constitutes a positive step), but this 
is dearly ineuffj(•iont in view of the problems, difficulties and 
barriers they face. 'l'he .Jo.int Committee's proposals were specially 
designed to deal exhaustively with these situations and set out the 
appropriate measures. It is moreover surprising that the community 
did not see fit to accord migrant workers an arnmgement as favourable 
as that guaranteed by the EEC-Maghreb agreementE' to the nationals of 
the States party Lo those agreements. 
While considering this declaration annexed to the second Lorn~ 
Convention insufficient, the Joint Committee an~ the Consultative 
Assembly should ensure that its implementation le~ds to an actual 
improvement in Lhe Lot of ACP migrant workers. Th~ exercise of such 
supervision requires that the ACP-EEC Council raport annually on the 
fulfilment of the guarantees set out in the joint declaration. 
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!·'11rlhermore, the commi Lments entered into by t~e Member States 
and by t-he Community should serve as the springb0ard for coordination 
and hnrrr.ornzation action on the various national policies on rights 
and guarantees accorded to ACP migrant w~r.kers. In this regard it 
io essent1al for agreement to be reached, flrst of all, on a uniform 
interpretation of the expression 'workers who are nationals of an ACP 
State legally employed' in the territory of a r<ler.iber State. Finally, 
a study should be made of the compatibility or otherwise of the 
different legis1aUons and regulations in force or in preparation in 
the Member States, with the provisions of the joint declaration. 
Your rapportE'Hir reels that these few measures aad initiatives 
conld wall, despite lhe Limitations of the jolnt .declaration, pave 
Lhf" ,.,ay to an initial jmprovement in the lot of ACP ;nigre:.nt workers. 
fl0\111evex., in addition to these implementation measures, the 
l\CP-El~C counc i.l and above all the Community ana its Member States 
must re-examine the whole dossier in order untimately to extend the 
provisions relating to ACP migrant workers. The Joint committee 
remains convinced that the objective to be attained is that defined 
in its declaration of 31 January 1979. 
The same applies to the specification of the beneficiaries of 
these provisions. We have already pointed out the naed to agree on 
~ uniform interpretation of the expression 'workers ·who are nationals 
of an ACP State legally employed' contained in the 'Joint declaration' 
annexed to the second J,om6 Convention. 
!~ina lly, in connect 1 on with the recommended extension of the 
present provisions ot J,ome 11., t.he Joint Committee had the problem of 
definini.J what was meant l>y 'migrant workers originating in the ACP 
' 
countriea', which figured notably in the 'original Maseru declaration. 
There are no precise statistics of the number of migrant workers origin-
ati.nq in the ACP countries and resident in the Community or its Member States. 
The Commission estimates the total number at around 400,000. 
Their legal situation varies widely depending on whether they are migrant 
workers who only hold tho passport of their country of origin or on the 
contrary are naLionals of the New Commonwealth, Caribbean islands or Surinam 
and residnnt in tho United Kingdom or Netherlands respectively. 
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In both cas('S, subject to certu.in conditions, these nationals are 
treated as British or Dutch subjects and enjoy the ~aNe civil and social 
rights as nationals of those countries. There are some 330,000 ACP 
migrantr:~ in this category (215,000 from the Caribbean and 70,000 from the 
English speaking 7\fricu.n countries resident in the United Kingdom, together 
with some 45,000 workers from Surinam resident in the Netherlands since 
before 1976). 
'l'he moot point is whether the provisions contained in the Bordeaux 
declaration will apply Lo these 330,000 ACP workers to the extent that 
they do not already enjoy a more favourable situation, or whether they 
wi 11 on the contrary be confined to the 70,000 or so ACP migrant workers 
who only have a sinqle nationality. 
To answf'r thi.H 411rstion it is necessary to considar the terms of 
reference qiven to the Joint Working Party by the Joint Committee. The 
Working Party was instructed to present proposals aimed at ensuring 
rospoct for a~d prot~ction of the rights of migrant wurkers originating 
in the ACP countries. Tho operative word is 'originating' i.e. we are 
not concern0d with nationals or citizens of the ACP ~ountries. There can 
be no doubt that the migrant workers established in the United Kingdom or 
'the Netherland:..; and honefi tinq from the provisions cf the Commonwealth or 
NethPrlandR-Sur l.nam 1\grenments do in fact o.rig.inate in ACP countries. 
Morr;over, the terms of reference of the Working Party are not limited 
to th0 lt'g<d a!'lpor.ts of the problem of migrant workers but, as we have 
alre"dy !'lf)Cn, extend also to the human, socio-cultural and psychological 
aspect!'! which arc embodied in the terms respect and protection. The 
situation of migrant workers originating in the Common;.Jealth countries or 
in Surinam is not inherently different in these areas from the position of 
other 1\CP miyrant workers, despite their legal status which makes them 
British or Dutch RUbjoct:;. Finally, the problems of a subsequent return 
of this cat·egory of miqrant. wo.rlwr to their country of origin are identical 
to 'lhoRf' e:xp•Jrinnced by aU 1\CP work('rS. 
For all these reasons your rapporetur considers that the provisions 
defined by the .Toi nt Committee in Bordeaux must apply to all of the 
400,000 1\CP mi0rant workers resident in the Conununity, since none of 
its provisions can iusti fy treatment less favourable than that already 
accorded under existing texts. 
That ])einq so, the definition of the 1\CP migrant worker who benefits 
from L110Se provisionR miqhL he based on that embodied in the European 
Conve~tion on the leqal AI <'It liB ol mi•Jranl. workers, i.e. 
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'For the purposes of the present agreement, the term migrant 
worker shall designate all workers originating in an ACP country and 
authorized by a Member Slale of the Community to reside on its territory 
in order to hold paid employment there'. 
on the other hand, the provisions of the future agreement would 
not extend to frontier wor"kers, arL.ists, the liberal professions and 
merchant Reamen. 
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ACP STUDENTS AND TRAINEES RESIDENT IN THE COMMUNITY 
=======~~===================~=======:=~============ 
As hac already been mentioned, the Working Party organized on 
11 January 1979 in Brussels a hearing of the representatives of organi-
zation of students anu trainees originating in the ACP countries. This 
hearing was most useful as it went some way to making up for the almost 
complete lack of information on the situation of fore~gn students and 
trainees in Europe. Tho direct testimonies given at this hearing 
improveo your rapporteur's understanding of the specific problems of 
this category of ACP immigrants. 
It emerged that the distinction between 'stude~t· and 'trainee' was 
less important in practice than differences affecting their administrative 
status. Three categories or arrangements governing ACP students and 
trainees can be broadly distinguished: 
those coming under the category of scholarship-holders and trainees 
as provided for in Articles 46 and 49 of the first Lorn~ Convention; 
those takiug part in education and training progranunes of the Member 
States or of the ACP States; 
those to whom nono of tho above provisions apply. 
Before examining tho situation of the ACP students and trainees and 
defining proposals for improving it, it should be pointed out that the 
Working Party decided that its terms of reference Jid not extend to 
examining tha aspects relating to the selection of ~CP students/trainees. 
This means that this whole problem (the authorities carrying out the 
selection process - choice of selection criteria - '~litist' policy or 
not otc.) was left out of consideration. As with the case of migrant 
workers, tf1e Working Party decided that it should confine itself to 
considering an existing situation (the presence of ACP students and 
trainees in the community) and to find solutions designed to 'ensure 
respect foran~ protection of the rights' which ar~ their due. 
l. STUDENTS AND TRAINEES PROVIDED FOR BY THE PROVISIONS OF LOM£ I 
A. Legal bases 
Scholarships and traineeships are granted pursuant to Article 46(1) 
and 4~(2) of the first Lom6 Convention. Both these articles are 
concerned with financial and technical cooperation and provide as 
follows: 
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tl"J.at tho financing of projects and schemes shall include the means 
necessary for thoir .;implementation, especially that of technical 
cooperation echomos in tho fields of training (Article 46 (l), third 
indent): 
that scholarAhip holdors and trainees may benefit from financial and 
technical cooperation for training schemes (Article 49(2) (e)). 
More preciaoly, Article 6{3) of Protocol No. 2 on the application of 
financial and technical co-operation provides as follows: 
'General technical cooperation comprises: 
(a) the grant of scholarships for studies~ training courses and 
postal tuition to provide, preferably in the ACP States, for the 
vocational training and further training of the nationals thereof'. 
This protocol also provides for the holding of short training courses in 
Europe. 
Under these provisions, several multi-annual training programmes 
have been financed as well as specific training schemes including the 
granting of scholarships for study and training co~rses. The emphasis 
being on on-the-spot training, the scholarships granted in Europe are 
only for: 
training which could not be provided in an ACP country, 
speciali~ed studies and training courses, 
special programmes set up in cooperation with an ~CP State. 
In 1979 some 900 scholarship holders from the ACP States were 
"' receiving training in Europe under programmes financed by the Community. 
For tho purpoaeA or tho implementation of thG scholarship and 
training programmes, tlw commisnion of the European conununities has set 
out guidelinf.lA which hav<' been assembled in the general provisitins 
concerning the implementation of the 4'prog:r::amme of scholarships for study -,{ 
anA tc~ining courses. These provisions were draftea in agreement with the 
ACP States. 
c. Reception facilities 
In order to assist the scholarship holders and trainees in the 
., 
various training institutes or universities of the Member States, the 
Commission has concluded agreements with the relevant administrative 
bodies of-the Member states. These bodies are responsible for providing 
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reception facilities for scholarship holders, foll~~ing their progress, 
providing teaching back-up where necessary and providing a monthly 
allowance an<l other emoluments. They are also responsible for helping 
them to become as fully integrated as possible into the host country 
and for organizing a series of social and cultural activities to 
complement their training and bring them into cont~ct with the social 
and economic realities of the host country. 
A special programme of information meetings on the relations between 
the Community and the ACP countries is also planned. 
D. Material conditions 
As regards material living conditions, the Commission is following 
the trend in bilateral assistance from the Member States in respect of 
monthly allowance payments, social security, accomrnooation facilities 
etc. The commission's grants are, as a general rule, subject to the 
same regulations as those governing bilateral assistance. 
2. 'NON-EEC' ACP STUDENTS AND TRAINEES 
Apart f.rom the category of EEC students and trainees there exists, 
as mentioned above, that provided for under bilateral agreements. We 
have already seen that as far as material conditiqns are concerned, the 
situation of the two categories is substantially comparable. 
The same is not, however, true of the reception and support 
facilities aud the measures designed to help integrate ACP nationals 
into their new environment. Here, at least in theory, the ACP students 
and trainees would appear to be privileged by, comparison with their 
fellows coming under other schemes. 
Thera is no doubt that thoa~ worst off are the students not in 
receipt of grants (this situation not arising amo~gst trainees). These 
students, except those looked after by non-governmental organizations, 
do not benefit from any of the above measures. Il would appear that in 
the majority of cases tho authorities concerned with the problems of 
third-world students act as if all such students lived on grants. Thus 
many students not in receipt of a grant reside in the Community merely 
on the strongth of a tourist visa and must cqpe as bast they can. 
This category of students is certainly'the one most affected by 
the difficulties and obstacles set out briefJ.y bglow. Nevertheless, 
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it can be said that in general all ACP students snffer from roughly 
the same treatment, irrespective of their financial situation. 
3. OUTLINE OF THE DU'l:'ICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY ACP STUDENTS AND TRAINEES 
VISITING THE COMMUNITY 
a) S9~E!~~-!~~!~~!~~~~!~~-~2~~!!~!!~ 
The lack o£ any genuine policy with respect to students from the 
third world means that they are subject to a wide variety of piecemeal 
regulations. In actual fact, a short-sighted, short-term policy is 
being applied, hence the great number of formalities to be completed by 
those concerned. The situation is complicated further by the fact that 
in the Member States several different ministries are involved (Justice, 
Education, Jnterior, etc.). The administrative rul~s produced 
absurdities, e.g. refusal of residence permit until enrolled a·t a school 
or university and vice versa. 
In the face of nuch Aituations tho administrative bodies hide behind 
the rules, which they a~ply l:o the letter. This attitude demonstrates 
t:ha distrust of the authoritieEJ via-a-vis the 1 foreigner 1 • 
Your rapporteur stresses that to treat immigrant students and 
traineec more favourably than immigrant workers would be to practise 
discrimin~tion and would therefore be unacceptable. Immigrant workers 
are only allowed to stay and work in a Mdmber State of the EEC under 
certain conditions limiting their stay and right to work. 
and trainees cannot be treated any differently. 
Students 
The lack or inadequacy of reception facilities is a serious 
problem for students and trainees arriving in Europe. Ill-informed, 
or not informed at all, they do not know what formalities have to be 
completed or which departments are respon~ible. etce 
To halp remedy this situation, those concerned should be advised 
to consult the appropriate agencies of th~ Community and its Member 
States in their country of origin. 
These people immediately get a feeling of being alone in a foreign 
environment. on top of these initial difficulties come those connected 
with accommodation. For those who are not accommodated in hostels, the 
accommodation problem is very serious. Firstly, as ACP students and 
trainees and particularly those not in reeeipt of a grant have limited 
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funds, the range of accommodation available to them is restricted. 
Secondly, they often feal that they are refused accommodation because 
of their origin. Lastly, should they obtain accommodation, ACP students 
and trainees are often required to pay a deposit thr~e times the amount 
required of. nationals of the country, because they are foreigners. 
Foreign students enjoy the right of association in all the Member 
States. However, owing to material and other di.fficulties which are 
the daily lot of the third-world student, he often has neither the time 
nor the desire to become involved with an association. In such a 
position a s~udent has no energies left for anythin~ but his studies. 
Furthermore, in many cases, the danger of losing his grant makes the 
examination p~essure on the third-world student eo great that he suffers 
from a psychological hlock. This failure to take part in associations 
only isolates third-world students further, morally and psychologically, 
and seriously undermines the defence and promotion of their interests. 
In this context, women experience even great~r difficulties than 
men in adapting to their new environment and pace of life. Furthermore, 
student residences for student families are few and fa.r between, which 
makes the accommodation problem desperate. Lastly, the grants awarded 
(including those awarded by the Community) take no account of the 
student's family situation. It is not hard to ~gine, therefore, the 
financial ft.nd attendant problema encountered by student or trainee couples. 
Obliged to look ~or part-time work so as to be able to make ends 
meet, these students come face to face once again with red tape. Where 
the combination of part-time work with study is not actually prohibited 
(as in the Federal Republic) the regulations ~re to say the least very 
stringent and restrictive. The formalities to be accomplished in order 
to obtain the various necessary authorisations ars not only very lengthy 
bd· alPO strewn with obstacles. 
on tho practical level, the most frequent example of this is the 
refusal of accommodation for racial reasons. 
on a more general plane, ACP students and trainees are subject, as 
are their worker compatriots, to various forms of harassment. 







llt)'wever, the most sor ious problem is withcut doubt the fact 
that tho rights guaranteed to third-world students are becoming 
increasingly academic in that they cannot in fact be exercised. 
It should also be pointed out that certain legal shortcomings 
or administrative practices constitute a violat~on of human rights. 
For example, in certain Member States, ;there is r.o means of redress 
in the evant of the refusal by the aliens offir.e to-grant a residence 
permit. In other cases, the regulations allm~·foreigners to be 
imprisoned arbitrarily without any redress. Lastly, as regards 
decisiono concerning residence permits, some administrations apply a 
system of confidential circular letters and take individual decisions 
which an' not communicated to the parties concerned. 
4. TOWARDS IMPROVING THE RESPECT FOR AND THE PROTECTION OF ACP 
STUDBN'I'S AND TAAINEES 
The ~ny problems involved, their multiple root causes and the 
conflictinq divisions of responsibilities do not make it easy to find 
solution~ in respect of the rights and respect due to ACP students 
and trainoos. For the sake of convenience, your rapporteur has set 
out his proposals for improving the situation acco~ding to the various 
levels of: tho competent authorities. 
We ha>ve stressed that in the majority of the Member States, the 
competent.authorities are insufficiently informed a~out the problems 
of ACP students and trainees. Indeed, in certain countries of the 
community, tho authorities do not even know h~~ many foreign students 
and trainees, and thus a priori how many from the ACP countries, there 
are in their. countries. This by itself would be ample proof that no 
~oherent approach to the matter exists~ the result is a profusion of 
rules and regulations for which there does not exist any one authority 
responsible. 
In order to remedy this situation, the Member States must under-
take an utgent and in-depth study of the problems of ACP students and 
trainees, &O that a coherent plan can be drawn 11p in this field. This 
should mako it possible at national level for standard information 
documents to be published by the public authorities for ACP students and 
trainees. 




A reception policy, accompanied by the appropriate back-up 
structure, must be· introduced. The framing of this policy requires 
international GOOperation between the Member States theMselves, between 
the Member statae and the community and between each Member State and 
the countries of origin of the students and tra,inees. 
As regards the legislation on aliens, account will have to be 
taken oe the special situation of students and trainees, p~rticularly 
those from the ACP countries. As regards administrative practices, 
that of confidential circulars on residence permits must be prohibited. 
Lastly, a procedure should bo introduced whereby foreign.students and 
trainees are able to appeal against any decision taken against them. 
At Communitv level 
-----------~------
As regards guaranteeing the rights of ACP students and trainees, 
the role of the Community is above all to promote coordlnation and 
harmonization of the regulations in the various Member States. The 
objective is two-fold: firstly, to confirm the status of ACP students 
and trainees resident in the Community, and seco~dly, to enable them to 
move more freely between the nine Member States. 
Moreover, in view of the special links between the ACP and the 
Community the l~tter should take responsibility for the protection of 
and respect for the rights of ACP students and trainees .resident in 
the Member States. Even if such responsibility were only to be 
symbolic, it would nevertheless constitute an important political and 
psychological step forward in the way in which the ACP nationals view 
their situation: moreover, a Community guarantee would confer on their 
situation a stamp of 'legality' which has been lacking until now. 
During the debate of 27 Februury 1980 in the Joint Co~mittee, it was 
suggested by some speakers that the commission's commitment should go 
further. The c;)lllpetent n'inistcrs of the Member States should, they felt, 
in the context of their cooperation, harmonize the situation of grant-
holders accepted by the host countries, on the basis of the currently most 
favourable situation. A second stage would involve the setting up at 
community level of a compensation fund designed to lessen the disparities 
in the financial eituation of the various students arising from the 
differcnl schemes <.<pplyiwJ to Lhctn. Lastly, to offset the often disastrous 
consequences of long del~ys .in the payment of grants by the administrative 
bodies, the creation of a Community guarantee fund might be envisaged which 
would grant advrt.ncea to Lhusa concerned which could be deducted from the 
grant when it wna eventu;.11ly paid. 

















On a more practical and more immediate level, the Community, having 
taken responsibility for 'EEC students and trainees', m~st modify the 
arrangements in eorce. In particular, the sickness/accident insurance 
scheme in force which provides for traineeship periods d•J.ring which the 
insured person enjoys no social protection whatsoever is quite unacceptable. 
Dy the same token, tho amount oE allowance or grant paid must necessarily 
take into account the family situation of the beneficiary. 
The socio-psychological background to the situation of the ACP 
students and trainees is, as we have tried to demonstrate, a very 
important factor. It is not enough, therefore, to try to improve the 
situation by means of national or community legislation and regulations. 
These measures !1\Ust be supplemented by schemes designed to create 
a climate and environment favourable to the general well-being of 
visitors from the ACP countries. This presupposes that the public 
be informed and educat~d about the problems of students and trainees 
from the third worlo and particularly those from the ACP countries. 
It is regrettable that hardly anything has so far been done in this 
field. 
This is all ~he moro rogrottable as the instruments for providing 
this information and education are not lacking. There are numerous 
non-governmental organizations whose task is to assist the development 
of the third wo>ld and which are thus also concerned with the problems 
of students and trainees. 'l'he Community should therefore make use 
of these non-governmental organizations, by granting them the necessary 
assistance for a genuine information policy, which could help, for 
example, reduce latent xenophobia and racism. These non-governmental 
organizations could also help provide the necessary framework to 
integrate the ACP students and trainees into their new environment. 
Lastly, a climate allowing them to make the most of their stay in 
Europe could thus be created. 
f<Jll\f .. 'I'ER III CONCLUSIONS 
·.~.'he Joint Working Party created by the declaration of the ACP-EEC 
Joint r.;onunittoo of. 1 nocombc.r 1977 found itself faced with a complex 
and dolJ.cate task: complex because tho breadth of the sabject equalled 
only by the d:Lveraity of tho Rituatione it encompassed: delicate 
because tho majority of the aspects to be considered were of a highly 
political and sensitive nature, which meant that they had to be treated 
with prudence and discretion. 





















From tho outset, thoroforo, the Working Party decided to confine 
ltaelf aR far as posail)lo to a strict observation of its tenns of 
reference, i.e. respect for an protection of the rights of certain 
categories of ACP nationals resident in the community. 
Moreover, the Working Party felt obliged, in order to avoid 
embarking upon interminable research and deliberations which would have 
produced an unwieldy report, to streamline its ~nalysis without distorting 
the facts. It is obvious, however, that certain aspects of the 
situation of the ACP nationals concerned, as well as some o~ the 
proposals made, merited more detailed considerabion. 
Despite all the shortcomings of this report, the Working Party 
hopes that the prime objective entrusted to it will ha·.•e been attained. 
This is to draw the attention of the community, its Member States and 
citizens to a particular problem in ACP-EEC relations, that of the 
need for greater solidarity with the ACP workers, students and trainees 
in the Community. The corollary to this need for greater solidarity, 
which implies the idea of greater fairness, is closer cooperation 
between the CoMmunity and its Member States, as well as between the 
community and the ACP States, eo that ACP citizens can b& treated 
like genuine partnars during their stay in Europe~ 




(adopted in BORDEAUX (France) on 31 January 1979) 
on 
respect for and protoction of the rights of' citizens, students, 
lr<'~lnees and mlgri.nll workers originating in the ACP countries 
and regularly rosidtmt in the countries which are signatories 
to the Coi'tvention 
~~e Joint Committee, 
- meeting in Bordeaux (Fra11ce) from 29 January to 1 February 1979; 
-having noted the-interim report submitted by Mr Dewulf, 
rapporteur for the Joint Working Party; 
- wishing to play its part in the current negotiations on the 
future Convention; 
- aware of the importance of the problem raised by the presence 
in the Community of these nationals in relation to the respect 
for human rights in practice and the quality of human relations; 
- laying particular stress on the important contribution to the 
economy of tha Community made by migrant workers originating in 
the ACP countries; 
- referring, in particular, to: 
- the United Nations' Convention of 1966 on the abolition of 
racial discrimination, 
-Conventions Nos. 97 and 143 of the I.L.O.; 
- the Resolution of ') l!'ebruary 1976 of the Council of Ministers 
of the European Communities and the action programme of the 
Commission df the Europ<.1an Communi ties; 
- referring also to the provisions of agreements or declarations 
associating the Community with third countries and concerning migrant 
workers~ 
- having regard to the privileges characterizing relations between the 
ACP States and the Community; 
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1. Reaffirms the noeu, in th~ context of the links between the ACP 
partners and the Co~munity, to ensure respect for ~he rights and 
improvements in the living conditions of ~igrant workers as a 
matter of priority and to do the same for students and trainees 
originating in the ACP countries and residing in t~e Member States 
of the Communityr 
2. Requests that, in the negotiations on tho future ACP-EEC Convention, 
the signatory~ies should undertake to conclude, within a given 
time limit, an agreement on the protection of the rights and 
improvement of the living conditions of ACP migrar.t workers resident 
in the Men~er States of the Communityr 
3. Takes the viaw that, through this agreement, the partners in the 
future Convention should undertake to guarant~e to ACP migrant 
workers regularly resident in the territory of a Member State of 
the Community, tho benefit of the rights and measures defined in 
the interim report of the Joint Working Party: feels that this 
agreement should include a reciprocity clause: 
4. Considers that the future agreement should apply to any worker 
originating in an ACP country and living and working in a Member 
State of the Communityr 
5. Instructs its Working Party,to continue its task with a view to 
drawing up proposals for the improvement of the situation not only 
of workers, but also of students and trainees originating in the 
ACP countries, and ACP migrants resident in other ACP countries. 
-ooOoo-
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• 
,JOINT DECLARATION 
on workers who ~rc nationals of one of.the 
Contracting Parties an(l. 
.tre resjding legally in the territory of 
n Mcml>~r St;1tc or em ACP'State 
ANNEX II 
(Sr~cond ACP-ggc Lom6 Convention - Annex XV) 
1. Each Menfucr State shall ~ccord to workers who are nationals of an ACP 
St:1te legally Pmployed in ] tfl territory treatment free from any discrimination 
based on nationallty, as rP-qards working conditions and pay, in relation to 
its own nationalR. 
Each ACP State shall accord the same treatment to workers who are nationals 
of the Member Stnt.es legally employed on its territory-· 
2. Workers who <1re nationuls of an ACP State legally employed in the territory 
of a Member SLate and mem~crs of their families living with them shall, as 
regards social s~>curity ben('fits linked to employment, in that Member State 
nnjoy tr~atm~nt fre~ from ~ny discrimination based on nationality in relation 
to nationals of th0t MembPr St~1 te. 
Each ACP S'::r1tc shall ;wcord to workers who .Jre nationals of Member States 
and legally employed in itH territory, and to members of their families, 
t:reatmont aimHar to thut Ldd down in paragraph l. 
3. These provis.ions sh<1ll not affect any rights or obligations arising from 
bilrJteral agreements binding the ACP States and the Member. States where those 
ugreaments provjdc for morr favourable treatment for nationals of the ACP 
States or of the Member Stutes. 
4. The Prlrti~s hereto agree that the matters referred to in this Declaration 
~h.1ll bo resolved sntisfnctorily and, if necessary, through bilateral negotia-
L.ions with 11 view to concludinq appropriate agreements. 
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